
 

ANICT Survey on the IF2012 call 
 
303 replies gathered between 11th May to 18th May 2012 
 

 
 
 
0. Did you apply to the IF 2012 call? 

 

Yes  164 54% 
No  139 46% 

 

 

1. Please rate the importance of the IF 2012 program for the Portuguese Scientific 
community 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Part II - General information  
2.1. What position did you apply to? 

 

 

2.2. What major field did you apply to? 

 

 

3. Select which support documents did you read for preparing your application 

 



 
 

4. How useful where the different guides provided by FCT? - Ethical guide 

 

 

4. How useful where the different guides provided by FCT? - FAQ 

 

4. How useful where the different guides provided by FCT? – Guide for peer 
reviewing 

 

 

 



 
4. How useful where the different guides provided by FCT? – Guide for writing 
and submitting applications 

 

5. How do you rate the following aspects of the call. - Information provided by 
FCT in the call website 

 

5. How do you rate the following aspects of the call. - Technical aspects of the 
application form 

 

 

 

 



 
5. How do you rate the following aspects of the call. - Composition of the scientific 
committee 

 

 

5. How do you rate the following aspects of the call. - Transparency of the 
evaluation criteria 

 

5. How do you rate the following aspects of the call. - Evaluation process 

 

 

 

 



 
Part III - Known issues with 2012 IF call 
Some of the support documents, such as the Ethical Guide and the Guide for Peer Reviewing were release 
by FCT in the last few days of the call. We would like to assess if this was an issue with your application. 

6.1. Was the majority of your application written before you read the Ethical 
Guide? 

 

6.2. Did you change your application after reading the Ethical Guide? 

 

7.1. Was the majority of your application written before you read the Guide for 
Peer Reviewing? 

 

7.2. Did you change your application after reading the Guide for Peer-Reviewing? 

 



 
Part IV - Other issues with 2012 IF call 
8. Feel free to share with us your major concerns with the 2012 IF call. 

• It is not acceptable that important documents related to the preparation of this 
application are only released a few days before the deadline 

• Are definitely very few positions!!!  
• Lack of timely information, poor transparency, unavailable evaluation criterion 
• Rules of evaluation were not clear. 
• My concerns are about the distribution of the grants among areas of 

knowledge... Another concern is that if you have been independent researcher 
for the last 5.5 years you have to apply for the starting position, and in case you 
succeed then you are forced to stay on that position for the next 5 years without 
been able to apply to the next level (or withouth opportunity to be promoted).It 
is more like a big noise than a serious thing, but the university made a mess of it, 
by piling pressure to submit it internally before the actual deadline (as usual). 
That put pressure on us to complete sections of the form out of logical order, 
contrary to the natural processes.I believe the the pressure ANICT put on the 
university over the last 4 years contributed to the confusion as well. For the 
university to make a committment to longevity, which scared them off, and there 
was a threat that the university might be unable to fully support any application 
as it could not guarantee anything after the 5 year contract.   

• "Sucess rate will be extremely low and that is not related with the quality of the 
candidates and the proposals 

• If the pre-selection of the applications for the second review round is based on 
the two synopses only (CV synopsis and Project synopsis), WITHOUT looking 
at the whole application, why then 100% of the applicants must fill in the entire 
form, even that part that is not used for the pre-selection? Would not it be 
reasonable to make pre-selection first, and then the chosen 30% of appicants 
continue to elaborate their proposals... 

• "-- the release of certain documents- I personally find it outrageous to release 
documents so late in the call, since it's not mandatory to lock the application in 
the last day! 

• Thus, for me this is a concern: the rules, the distribution of the positions 
regarding institutions, application levels; definition of independent researcher; -
evaluations criteria (a summary of the cv was asked but I don't really know how 
will it be evaluated)" 

• "Most of the documents mentioned here were not visible in the application form 
and not easily discoverable. Therefore, I have not read some of them. The career 
questions are somewhat doubtful: difference between long and short term is only 
2 years. It was colse to impossible to reach the FCT by telephone in case of 
problems or questions.  

• University was extremely unaware of what was going to happen. Not well 
informed by the FCT.~ 

• Contradicting info on distinction between starting and development grant." 
• The transparency of the evaluation criteria was very bad 
• Too little positions available! 



 
• FCT should consider FIRST preference to those who are completing their 

contracts under Ciencia 2007 holders.  In fact, they don’t have any other options 
in this economic crisis time. Further they all are working since last few years in 
Portugal and have good research network with the present working host 
institutions.My advice to FCT - Not to consider for fresh foreign people in this 
2012 IF call for 80 positions. Indeed, we are not against for FRESH foreign 
people (in fact we are also foreigners working under C 2007). It is better to 
create a new call only for fresh foreign working people like Ciencia 2013 or 
2014 for them. 

• Peer-Reviewing guide was provided too late, just a day before last day. The 
space provided to write a project for 5 years duration was too small (in most of 
the cases 3000 characters including spaces), it was even difficult to 
accommodate principal references. 

• Extremely low number of positions. It should have been the double number of 
positions.  

• The guide for peer-reviewing should be release by FCT at the beginning of the 
call. 

• "On my point of view, the major concerns relates to the evaluation process. not 
knowing how exactly the candidates will be rated, seems to me no appropriate. 
moreover, i also would like to point out the fact that some of fields, which we 
have to write for this application, was kind of repetition. I was not sure about 2-3 
of them. Last but not the least, my major concern is the number of vacancies. " 

• "Had a strange problem with MAC/Microsoft systems. When uploading the 
attached documents on Mac the FCT system failed (tried several times and it 
failed time and again), it seems it was not recognizing the documents or the 
format as there was a warning telling that the format of the documents was not 
correct (although it was!). Then  changed to Microsoft and it recognized 
immediately, the upload was successful only with Microsoft. The other issue 
was the last minute technical problems, but the deadline was extended. I was not 
personally affected as I've submitted much earlier... the other issue, that I was 
not personally affected but know of people who were, was the release of the 
ethical guide a few days before submission... I know of a few people who have 
submitted two weeks before the deadline, and failed to follow the ethical guide 
instructions... I also thought the guide was too bureaucratic... that is asking for 
documents (to attach examples of consent forms) that are unnecessary. It should 
be enough to say in the application that consent forms will be delivered to 
volunteers before participation. Also in many fields of research such consent 
forms are assessed by the Ministry of Science and Education itself (when you do 
research in schools)." 

• Dissolution of all the work made in Portugal, despite all projects, group and 
mounted lab. All effort sent to trash bin. Already with contracts abroad, with 
better conditions and more stability.  

• "The Guide for Peer-Reviewing is critical for the preparation of a good proposal. 
However, I had to submit my proposal before the deadline, so I did not have the 
chance to check this Guide. This document should have been made available 
much before ! 

• Maybe some stupid recommendations, as for example place the accumulated 
index factor of the journals in the CV synopsis. This gives a bias towards life 
science, as engineering journals have normally a smaller IF, not meaning they 



 
are less significant. If this criteria is one of the decisive criteria, the call will be 
biased towards the life sciences and the Gulbenkian and Champalimaud 
institutes, which is unethical although expectable in Portugal. Also, the 
dependence in the supporting institution once again will promote inbreeding and 
the promotion of incompetents and people more competent in the internal 
politics of the institution. Also, the importance given to career development and 
other aspects is meaningless in this world of uncertainties, only people 
supported from within institutions or good in the politics of the institutions can 
present any certainties. Those things are important to human resources people, to 
justify their needs, but, sincerely, do not prove nothing about the potential sucess 
of people. 

• Not knowing how the distribution between the different areas and different 
positions is made. Not knowing how the different aspects of one's CV will be 
accounted for (e.g. projects coordinated, articles, h-index, international 
experience, etc.), which is very important given the expected high number of 
applicants. How are the positions going to be distributed over the different 
institutions (universities, research labs) and nationwide? 

• It is a shame that no recommendation letters from international experts on the 
respective areas were required.  

• It is not very clear to whom this call is directed. I heared of university professors 
who applied to improve their salaries for 5 year supported by their universities 
who will not need to pay the salary for 5 years. 

• The late release of the ethical guide was a major problem, I even believe that 
was probably illegal. 

• Deveria ter-se sabido logo à partida qual o número de vagas que iriam abrir para 
cada nível (starting, development, consolidation) e quantas vagas por área. O 
guião de avaliação nunca poderia ter saído um dia antes da data final, 
especialmente quando por várias vezes era referido no guia de preparação das 
candidaturas. Além disso, se a FCT acha que uma boa candidatura deve ser 
preparada com tempo, o mesmo se aplica à FCT. Não se admite uma falta de 
transparência como a que se observou neste concurso.  

• "This competition keeps the worst that exists in the Portuguese scientific 
development. Create things and then end them.  

Clearly the contest was not for the people of the Science 2007 since they were contacted 
for research groups with very low or no autonomy. The 2012 is dedicated to other kind 
of researshers. Let´s be please.  2013 call mas be more clear about that.  What the 
country need? More people running small fragmented group, or groups with reserachers 
with competitive dimension?" 

• lack of information concerning the number of positions for each area and for 
each career level. 

• "The call should not even be open before the evaluation criteria were public. I do 
not believe that this is even legal. 

• The evaluation guide is still vague and not appropriate for a call where different 
career levels and all scientific areas are evaluated simultaneously. There should 
be a priori a number of positions for each level and area. They are not 
intercomparable. 



 
• People have locked their applications before the evaluation guide was available 

and when the server was not working properly. They asked fct to unlock the 
applications when they knew about deadline extensions and fct did not do it. 
This is outrageous." 

• "It is unconceivable to open 80 positions for all scientific areas. This means that 
I don't know how many will open in my (broad) research area: 1? 5? 10? Or will 
my CV be evaluated along with that of researchers who belong to areas that are 
by no means comparable to mine? How can the FCT establish criteria that are 
transversal to, say, quantic physics and linguistics? Which panel can evaluate 
such a diversified set of CV? If the positions will be allocated to different 
research areas, then we should have known from the begining how many we are 
actually applying to...  

• In addition to this, I did not like the form to be filled.First, I think that having the 
fields restricted by the number of characters is absurd. All other application 
schemes I have seen are much more flexible in that aspect (they set a maximum 
number of pages, but not characters...). Second, the space allocated to the actual 
project was too small, we could only deliver a charicature of the research we 
would like to pursue. Third, some fields seem to me as unnecessary, such as 
'internationalization'." 

• "- It is ridiculous to have a two stage evaluation when the researcher has to 
prepare the complete application. 

• The successive extensions of the deadline should have been better advertised by, 
for example, sending an email to all the researchers that had an open application. 
Personally, I blocked my application at 3.30 pm on the 8th of May without 
realising that the deadline had been extended. One of two more days would have 
been useful." 

• As of now the biggest concern is number of positions for 2013 and if results of 
2012 call can be used to fill part of these positions (there are some general words 
regarding reserve positions). Perhaps it would be  better to organize separate 
contests for Ciencia 2007 and Ciencia 2008 researchers with proper quotes. For 
2012 it seems quite adequate - 80 positions and ~86 researchers finishing 
Ciencia 2007 in 2012, but in 2013 there should be more than 600 researchers 
finishing Ciencia 2007, and in 2014 - more or less the same amount finishing 
Ciencia 2008. And of course new PhDs and new people from abroad will enter 
the competition.If it will be still 80 positions per 2013 and 2014 - than it is clear 
sign that most of us should actively look for positions abroad 

• There were unclarities about the way the host institution is to confirm the 
application. As of now, I do not even know whether these have been resolved. 
Apart from that, everything worked fine and the web-based application system is 
excellent. 

• "It was not a clear process with no clear answers from FCT. For example, that I 
know of there were two opposite responses to emails asking if submitting a 
proposal in 2012 would restrict the submission in 2013. 

• People applying should have received by email the release of the peer-review 
guide and the deadline extensions." 

• "I didn't apply to the IF 2012. I only made that choice in order to reach this 
field.I think that, once again, FCT is not defining a strategy according to the 
country's needs of research. I feel that major goals should be defined previuosly, 



 
and then major fields of research should assigned, and finally a definite number 
of vacancies should be defined per field of research.The way it has been made, 
several fields are sistematically being put aside and we are only wasting time 
making proposals.Thank you for reading this, and apologies for ""my lie"" in the 
previuos page, but that (I think) is the only way to reach this one.Best regards" 

• During the last days of the call there were several problems with the web 
platform. 

• Transparency of evaluation criteria 
• In my opinion, the worst aspect of this call was the lack of consideration with 

previous FCT contract calls. Since the institution already spend money to hire 
investigators in previous calls, it also should separately evaluate the performance 
of these investigators, deciding who should be rehired and who should not. 

• "Low number of vacancies, taking into account the pool of ""Ciência 2007"" 
researchers and post-docs. 

• My major concern resides in the fact that the scientific comittee that decides 
which applications make it to the second round (the so called ~30%) are heads 
of Portuguese research centers with members applying for this call. So there is a 
lot of room for conflict of interests. 

• "Articles 8 and 10 of the Regulations [1] mention an ""Evaluation Guide"", but 
it was not made available. 

• The information about every aspects required was spread on several distinct 
documents. To make my application I had to do a doccument were I gathered all 
the disperse information. Furthermore, when I read the guide for peer reviewing 
I saw that additional information was in this guide and the criteria for evaluation 
was not exactly the same as mentioned in all other doccuments. This guide 
should have been the first and maybe the only one regarding the preparation of 
application. It is very confusing to have several documents. At the end I got the 
idea that my application was a mix of so many requests that I even did not know 
anymore how to distinguish each part. 

• Guide for Peer Reviewing was published too late. 
• "First of all I would like to thank ANICT for the various questions and issues 

asked to FCT and also for the relevant information given to us.I share with 
ANICT the same concerns about this 2012 IF call: there is no doubt it was not 
well prepared, documents arrived too late (I personally asked FCT for the 
evaluation guide which MUST, by law, be available BEFORE the call is open!) 
and so on...Ethical Guide also came to late, I had experiments with humans on 
my already written project... 

• It is not acceptable such behavior from FCT mostly because they followed 
(copy?) the calls for European scholarships... 

• I think FCT should also get an evaluation from their work and in this case my 
rate is 1/10." 

• The process was not transparent. 
• "I liked the format, short and straight to the point, it obliges applicants to make 

the effort to synthesize their ideas in a clearer way. The format is similar to the 
ERC calls in some points. However, I believe this call is not as well organized 
and clear as the ERCs. 

• Some requirements were deliberately ambiguous and put all the responsibility of 
their interpretation on the hands of the applicant. For example, they required 



 
applicants to classify themselves in one of the three categories: starting, 
developing, consolidating. They gave 11 months of tolerance for people in 
between categories, if they could justify it properly. However, 1) they do not 
give clear clues about what is needed to justify each particular case (I am a 
father of two, but I didn´t take my paternity leave: is it still considered a possible 
justification? If I have a year without a contract or a fellowship, can this be a 
possible justification of the 11 months? when they were asked about these 
matters, they did not answer clearly, sent me to the application regulations); and 
2) they do not state whether you will be re-classified into the rightful category if 
they do not find your justifications are good enough. Probably not. On top of 
that, they provided an extremely short space to give possible explanations about 
your particular situation. 

• More examples of ambiguity and lack of transparency are: 1) it is not clear how 
are they going to make the distinctions between starters, developers and 
consolidators in terms of evaluation (are they going to evaluate them all the 
same and then introduce some factor?); 2) how much money do they have for 
the total call, and how much will they provide for each category? (this is 
important, because there is a big difference in salaries and the possible 
exploratory grants; if they know the number of positions, they should know the 
distribution); 3) they only half-answered the questions of the ANICT in their 
FAQs and they published many documents a bit too late (I think the calls should 
be clear and transparent from the very beginning, reducing the number of 
possible questions to minimums). 

• My second major concern is the first filter they intend to apply, reducing 
applicants to 30% by means of a scientific council. I find this system is 
extremely subjective and prone to error, if the evaluation criteria and the 
evaluators are not clearly specified and unbiased.  

• Evaluation criteria seems to be very subjective. 
• "- Ethical guide did not apply to me, and anyway is a copy from the EC guide 
• The peer review guide was useless, since it was made public in the last day(s), 

by that time I had already submitted my application. 
• Call does distinguish different areas of research, and the usual evaluation 

methods of each area. 
• The definition of ""Independent Researcher"" (sorry but Investigator has a 

totally different meaning in English speaking countries), does not contemplate 
cases where the researcher has major responsibilities in a given collaboration or 
group. He has to have an active project financed by FCT (or other funding 
bodies). In conclusion he has to be a ""boss"". 

• Overall, this call points to a FCT policy for projects, of divide among as many as 
possible with a very small funding, hampering collaboration among different 
groups in different research institutions/universities. 

• Assuming that a researcher spends an average of 1 full month preparing a call 
for a project, that's about 1/10 of he's yearly working time, the more researchers 
have to do it, the less time they will have available for the actual research work. 

• It's not clear the role of the host institution. It's obligatory on the one side, while 
a given researcher with this contract may not even be able to have a seat in the 
Scientific Council of the institution, since the hiring entity is FCT and not the 
host institute. If the researcher is or becomes becomes an independent researcher 



 
at that institution, he will have a funded project, which has to pay the overheads, 
it will have to be approved by the Scientific Council, and in conclusion, it's a 
logical contradiction. 

• The example criteria to evaluate scientific independence seemed not to be 
applicable for all scientific areas; in addition in the first selection, very different 
areas, with different practices will be evaluated together, making it hard to find 
good unbiased criteria. 

• The time post PhD completion was actually somewhat vague. There was an 11 
month grace period beyond the 6 years. In addition, the system (the way that 
experience is judged) actually demonstrates bias towards Portuguese researchers 
and is somewhat biased against postdoctoral (PDF) researchers who have 
conducted their studies outside of Portugal. For example, within Portugal, 
principle investigators (PI) will name their PDF as the main name on grants that 
they are applying for, as the PI themselves can only be the lead name on a 
certain percentage of applications. This makes the PDF fellow look like they 
have been successful obtaining a grant when in fact, they have simply provided 
their PI with their FCT-association  key to be the name/front for another PI grant 
application. 

• "My major concern relies on the lack of transparency on the evaluation process. 
There is no evidence that this will be conducted with impartiality, fairness and 
defending the upmost important thing: development of the national scientific 
community. Moreover, the number of grants is far too low compared to the 
number of researchers, the call is very competitive and there is the risk of 
eliminating candidates with an excellent CV and career development plan if the 
reviewers only take into account the project summary. There should be a true 
evaluation of the entire proposal. Finally, the composition of the evaluation 
panel should be made available to the general public.   

• The first concern is that it was not clear how the grants will be distributed in the 
three categories proposed and in the different fields of application. The second 
concern is that it should have been given more than 3000 characters to explain 
the research plan. Too less space was given to describe the research project (in 
total) when compared to career objectives, developmental career plan, 
networking, etc... suggesting that these sections were important for the 
application to the same extent that the scientific project, and it should not be. 
Great scientific ideas could be put forward before having the opportunity to 
establish collaborations and networking.  

• "I did not change my application after reading the Peer-Review guide because I 
had no time for it! 

• The criteria of Independent Research considered by FCT this year does not 
apply in my research area (Experimental Particle Physics) where we work large 
international collaborations (about 3000 scientist) and also in Portugal we join 
many senior researches in one single project (so only one out of 10 senior 
researches, in my case, can be a Project Leader). We were even requested by our 
international advisory committee to join smaller satellite projects with our main 
research group. 

• Finally, I believe that 2500 characters, that are used in the first step of the 
evaluation to judge the quality of my research project and career development 
line, are not enough to distinguish one out of 10 candidates in a fair way, 
maximum when the jury is not necessarily from the same area. The texts have to 



 
be rather general and it is impossible do demonstrate in 2500 why this research 
line should be better than others. A larger summary would be fairer." 

• I'm concerned that the first level of evaluation may not be totally unbiased. 
Portugal has a very small scientific community and it is all too possible that 
decisions may be taken based on preconcieved opinions of the candidates and/or 
personal disputes with their collaborators, as well as on the host institution. 
Another concern is the statement regarding the institution's intent to hire the 
researcher after the contract period. It is very vague and has no formal 
obligations, meaning that while some institutions may provide that statement for 
application pusposes alone, others may not (more truthfully!) and this may 
hinder the application! 

• "Transparency and criteria to be used  about the first stage of evaluation is a 
concern (30% cut-off). 

• Absence or/late presentation of the 'roules of the game'. For example, we still 
don't know how the same first stage is going to be processed..." 

• "My major concerns are related to the number of applications that will be 
accepted concerning the much higher number of investigators who applied and 
deserve the job.Furthermore, the fact of not defining places per subject area is 
also a big concern. 

• "Is there an ""hidden agenda"" and the grants are mostly  for people on the 
Laboratórios Associados? 

• All the regulations say that the candidate is the more important, but people say 
that the host institution will be probably determinat...(?) 

• I did not see anywhere the composition of the ""scientific commite...So please 
consider that my Poor at question 5 is an ""I dont know""... 

• The evaluation process is hard to rate, but maybe the first round could be 
independent from the second. That would avoid the 70% that will be out of wast 
time... 

• Definition of "independent research" criteria, which is very restrictive and might 
not be appropriate in some research areas, e.g., in High Energy Experimental 
Physics. In this area, research is usually done in collaborations with large 
number of people and with a large number of PhD, so criteria as "being a PI or 
group leader of a research team", or "having obtaining fundings", or even 
"having published papers independently of the PhD supervisor" can be strongly 
unfair. 

• No comparison is possible among different candidates in different disciplines. 
• "The Guide Peer-reviewing was only available on the last days on the call. The 

number was positions is very small not at ALL reflecting the need of the 
country, since this is consider a continuation of the PROGRAMA Ciencia. There 
was not a limit to apply to this call, meaning a person that just have finished the 
PhD could have apply.  

• The Scientific committee are not clear and transparent. " 
• "I procured the documents early, therefore I did not see the ethical guide and the 

evaluation guide. I got attention to the ethical guide because of the ANICT email 
however ethics issues were not relevant for my proposal. However I missed the 
evaluation guide. After looking through, I have to conclude that having read it 
would not have changed much but I still find it bewildering that such documents 
are not provided right from the start. Particularly I originally was impressed by 



 
the care and the details of those documents provided, which gave some security 
that the process was well thought of! 

• The evaluation process is a major concern, particularly with respect to the first 
stage: As this stage is done locally there is a danger for a preselection based on 
personal knowledge and well-connectedness with the applicant or its research 
environment. It will be interesting to see what happens in the first round!" 

• Not known the members of the evaluation process and panels. 
• "Besides other more general concerns, I will describe here a personal concern 

that I'm sure it is shared by other researchers in similar situations. The servers in 
FCT had serious technical problems in the last days of the application period. I 
spent 3 days trying to insert all the texts because the server was always going 
offline. When I could login again, sometimes part of the text had not been saved 
in the last attempt and I had to try to re-insert it again... I also had problems 
locking my application form. On May 10th I finally thought I had been 
successful inserting everything and locking before the new deadline (always 
with the server going off and on). When later I was able to access the server 
again, I realized that the last version of the texts had not been saved and the 
application was not locked. I tried to contact the FCT by phone but could only 
talk with the people from informatics, that were a bit desperate with the situation 
and could only give me the advice of ""keep trying to access the form"". I was 
not able to correct this situation before the deadline at 17h00 and then the form 
was closed. I sent all my application materials by e-mail to FCT as pdf files, 
explaining the situation, but until now I still didn't get a confirmation if my 
application is valid or not.By opening an application call of such importance to 
many of us with so little time to prepare it properly, it can not be a big surprise 
to FCT that most people were completing their applications in the last days 
before the deadline. It will be a big injustice if some applications are not 
considered because of technical problems in FCT. I believe that people in FCT 
were really trying to do the best they could last week, but so did us." 

• "According to the point 3 of article 2 of the regulations, I asked that 11 months 
could be subtracted from my post-doctoral time and I justified that with a career 
break as a teacher for 2.5 years. In FCT, nobody could tell me if this is a valid 
justification or not. Therefore, one of my major concern is the validity or not of 
my request. If my request is denied, my proposal will be rejected. It is absurd 
that a candidate has to take such kind of a risk.  

• "Some of the requirements for the different levels of researchers are not adjusted 
to the Portuguese reality. As an example: very often a PostDoc grant in Portugal 
has 6 years because of the lack of other opportunities for the researchers. The 
time framework of the starting grant (where one does not need to prove 
independence) is 6 years of obtaining a PhD. What happens with the thousands 
PostDocs whose merit has been recognized by the FCT by attributing them a 
PostDoc grants for 6 years? They cant apply in any of the categories. 

• 3000 characters are very limited to present details on your future research. 
• A lot of open questions were unclear until the last moment: "1) The research 

plan should reflect the main activity over 5 years (as mentioned in the guide). 
On the other hand, it resembles the structure of the applications for the FCT 
calls, inducing the preparation of a more specific project, with a narrower scope. 
It is difficult to understant what level of detail should be reached: is it general 
information that will not reflect the level of knowledge of the candidate, or is it 



 
specific, technical information that will hardly describe the whole activity 
planned? 2) The guide for writing the application is unclear concerning the 
interconnection with the host institution. Some examples: a) Sinopsis of the 
research plan: ""provide evidence that you did seek to ensure that there is 
institutional support..."" What is meant by ""evidence"" and how can this be 
included in a sinopsis? Isn't the support statement by the institution (post-
application) the necessary information? b) Research plan/Outcomes: ""impact on 
the research strategy of the host institution"". The candidate has no power to 
define the research strategy of the host institution. c) Career plan: ""integration 
in the stategy of the host institution"". The difference relatively to b) is not 
explained. 3) It is not clear how gaps in the research career are dealt with. 
Although it seems like the only eligible reasons are maternity, sick-leave, 
paternity-leave, with very well defined times, the possibility or impossibility to 
consider other reasons is not clearly stated. Examples: unemployment or 
employment in non-research.The maximum time allowed for the gaps can also 
create debatable constraints. Example: A mother of 2 children (18+18 months 
reduction) willing to include gaps due to sick-leaves during high-risk 
pregnancies (9+9 months) and employed in non-research for 1-2 years after PhD 
becomes non-eligible.  4) The guide for peer-reviewing was sent too late to be of 
any use: 1-2 days before the deadline?! 5) FCT help-desk: Systematically, the 
first reply to a question sent by e-mail is a copy+paste of the regulation or the 
FAQ, without any further consideration. This triggers a sequence of further 
questions and replies that delay the process." 

• "Executive Summary is way to short for the importance it has in the 
process.Career Development is a contradiction: there is no carrear perspective, 
just a series of calls.Evaluation does not allow for specificities of different 
scientific areas.Lumping together all scientific areas can exterminate some of 
them." 

• "lack of information about the distribution of the positions 
• lack of information about the first step of evaluation" 

 

• "Not acceptable to have a 5-year program as the foreseen solution for scientific 
employment program in Portugal. I seriously doubt that any experienced and 
excellent researcher is interested in applying every 5 years for a position.There 
was a clear policy to benefit Medical and Health Sciences in this call (both in the 
considered research fields and in the evaluation criteria). If this is the scientific 
policy for Portugal, it has to be clearly stated. Even if I wouldn't agree with such 
policy, I would prefer to have it clearly written rather than this hidden way of 
selecting preferred scientific domains.Finally, I consider unacceptable that 
public founding for research can be given to private companies, as foreseen in 
the present call." 

• "One of the major failure of this call was the lack of information on which type 
of projects and which areas were of higher priority in this call. This would have 
help us to effectively guide the aims of our proposal (or just simply decide 
whether to apply or not)Information on which implications may have to have 
applied for this call are still not known, and were relevant for certainly all 
candidates" 



 
• No definition of the number of places by areas of study and levels. 
• Unorganized and not transparent. There are also rumours that many positions 

have been already fixed for Champalimaud foundation and IGC. 
• "The forms were not carefully designed: Too much emphasis  was given to 

career development plan 8in particular B2 forms) in comparison to what was 
provided for transmitting the scientific idea, expecially since the evaluators will 
not  neccesserily be from the scientific field. Also, it was not clear what was the 
aim of B2.2 form. 

• The scientific areas were not well defined, a lot of candidates could not place 
themselves into neither of those that were listed." 

• It is difficult to know exactly what to write in such a short space. One does not 
want to miss important information out and as such ends up placing it on other 
sections, possibly missplaced. The career development part is too broad. It is 
difficult to know exactly what is expected... 

• "Like some of my colleagues I submitted the application on the 7thMay, and 
therefore I had NO access whatsoever to ""peer-review guide"" document -- a 
document extremely important for the evaluation process.It is unthinkable that 
an institution like FCT decides to submit a document of that importance just 
before the closure of the call, allowing it to be available to ONLY TO A FEW of 
its applicants  -- that shows lack of organization as well as lack of judgement, 
from an institution that should give example about rigor and transparency.FCT's 
decision to publish that document one day before the closing of the call was  
irresponsible, if not, ilegal. That lack of judgement is simply unacceptable from 
an institution such as FCT" 

• The domains wherein the scientific aspects of the proposal should be described 
were very brief. Considering that a proposal might not be written in a main 
stream area, the place for an equilibrated argumentation is very short. This also 
hold true for the space provided for the references. The portuguese reserachers 
are not take into account...for sure we cannot be in the same level as the CV of 
some non-portuguese researchers that are in some laboratories were their CV is 
largely enhanced. The instituions were the researcher already work should add 
their opinion about the researcher work and also their realation with the institute, 
according to the defined outcomes of those aboratories/institutes/departments/??, 
should be clearly done and add as and evaluation criteria. The continuation of 
the excelent work should be an added value....not the inverse... 

• The Peer Reviewing Guide should have been provided before. 
• "The call didn´t start as announced. The attachements wasn´t vey well explained. 

Problems with the size of the attachements. " 
• it would be important to indicate with more impact that everything must be 

writing in english because it was not very clear for all of us. 
• "O processo de avalição não é muito objectivo.Não é claro se vão ser 

distribuidas vagas por áreas cientficas. Senão forem então existirão áreas que 
provavelmente não se~rão contempladas." 

• Not clear how positions will be divided for different science areas and different 
categories. Evaluation is similarily unclear, e.g. comparison between science 
areas and comparison between categories.  



 
• "The level of competition, attending to the likely number of submitted proposals, 

was unrealistic high. This will probably give weight to chance factors, rather 
than scientific merit only, during the evaluation and selection of proposals. 

• "I do feel that the number of openings is very low it we take into consideration 
the amount of Ciências that are finishing the contacts. It is also very hard for 
researchers aboard to come home. All contracts should (like ciencia) be 
evaluated and the ones fulfilling the requisites of the institution should be 
renewable living new positions available for new researchers." 

• "- I am afraid this call lacks a clear statement of evaluation criteria, and the 
«Restrictions on future applications may apply» statement is the ultimate proof 
of that. - This type of call seems to be designed by and for academics only; there 
is no indication that applicants with industrial and/or entrepeneurial researcher 
experience will be fairly reviewed. 

• "The lack of information regarding how the grants will be distributed, if there 
are assignments for specific fields of types of grants.The possibility of an 
application to be evaluated by someone outside the specific area of the 
application.The fields in the the application form are somewhat confusing and 
some of them overlap eachother." 

• The fact that the deadlines were altered during the time of the proposal, from the 
8th to the 9th, and then to the 10th of May. This is embarrassing and this should 
never happen. 

• "Manny researchers applying for the Development Grants are also not funded so 
there should be starting grants for those also. The exception created for 
applicants who are parents is welcome, but it was not clear at all how it is to be 
used, not fair for male parents, or parents who chose not to take time off 
officially and who made the extra effort of continuing working and caring for 
children: Are they less worthy than others who felt the need to take time 
off?This measure also created situations which are unfavourable for pos-docs, 
even if they take time off, there are several applicants who should be at the 
""development level"" and will outcompete post-docs! The country needs to 
provide a solution to post-docs URGENTLY!  

• Judging by what was described in the call about the evaluation process I think 
the call is ABSOLUTELY unrealistic and out of touch with the national 
situation. This was clearly a copy of the ERC grants call, which are intended for 
exceptional candidates worth 1.5ME!The ERC program is an elitist program, 
with very specific requisites and objectives, which reaches a very limited sector 
of the whole scientific community and reality in Europe. Portugal, who still has 
major deficiencies in  funding and conditions to carry out exceptional research, 
should not be copying such a program. Exceptional researchers working in PT 
should have FCTs support in their efforts to captivate European funding (eg 
creating a task force to help write international grants, workshops, etc) but not 
funnel the meager national budget for few scientists (most of the times with not 
funding problems!), and leave the great majority still with no conditions to 
work! 

• The evaluation should also take into consideration how many resources each 
candidate had avaialble for its work, and not just how many papers, and there 
should be metrics for that evaluation also. How can a candidate who uses 
hundreds of thousands of euros to produce 2 articles, be more worthy than one 
who produces 1 article with no funding? 



 
• Despite the similarities, the call is unrealistic and out of touch also with the 

reality ERC grants! 
• 80 positions for a universe of thousands of eligible candidates is not adequate!   

 

9. What would you suggest to improve the 2013 IF call. 

• The call should be open earlier in the year (January 2013).  
• More positions available!! 
• At least transparency in the evaluation process 
• Timely  and detailed information, transparency 
• "- To provide more information regarding peer-reviewing.- To publish the guide 

for Peer-Reviewing at least one month in advance to the call deadline.- To 
specify the day when the 6-year period after Ph.D. ends (e.g., day when call is 
open or day when call is close).- To avoid “etc” regarding documents that can 
justify deviations to periods." 

• "1) The evaluation should be clear, numerical (and not only Ecellent, Good....). 
2) A unified and very specific guidelines for the evaluators should be provided 
to the. At least in the project evaluations you can find contradictory comments 
from reviers (e.g. one reviewer to one person says that it was very good that the 
IP was very young, and another reviewer to another person said that it wsa bad 
that the IP was a very young person...)3) They should specify how many grants 
will be give to the different areas of research" 

• "This is jumping before the gun! There might not be a call, the financial 
situation is yet to improve in the country. The universities themselves are in 
serious debts, for e.g. Uminho apparently is 2M Euros in Debt.  

• If there will be a call, yes there is quite a lot to suggest. For  e.g. If somebody is 
applying from Engineering but if his subject is cross disciplinary, whether he 
could apply under biotechnology. Then the criteria chosen to determine the level 
of post to be applied for were unfair. This is because they used a mixed levels of 
criteria rather than being consistent. Effect of this was,  candidates who had less 
than six years independent experinece but received their PhD 12 years ago were 
in effect barred from applying.  Also, the FCT has to give proper guidance to the 
universities so that they could avoid interfering in the process. " 

• all documents should be release on time; higher number of grants to offer 
• "Possibility to preview the final look of the Curriculum Vitae (CV) before it 

sealed.The appearance of the curriculum in the two web-based applications (the 
one where it is edited and the other where it is viewed) is different.After the 
curriculum had been finally sealed and uploaded to the IF application website, it 
appeared to be different from the two previous views (a large part of formatting 
simply disappeared) - to the worse...  

• Considering the present web-form: it obliges to answer some questions where I 
would like to leave empty answers, simply because I did not read particular 
documents (ethical guide or peer-review guide), or evaluate the ""composition 
of scientific committee"" (no idea about who is participating in this committee - 
how it can be evaluated then?). 



 
• "- The major problems to be solved, in my opinion are:- the information which 

appear differently (or slightly different) in different documents (one or two 
documents would be much better instead of ""guide"", ""regulation"", 
""instructions"" and so on. It was very confusing and sometimes hard to find it, 
including the FAQs. 

• "Better information processes between FCT and universities. 
• All related documentation available in the application form.  
• Please make an evaluation criteria more clear 
• More positions!! 
• "Here also the same preference should consider  for C 2007 and C2008 holders. 
• Provide all required information quite in the beginning of the call. 
• "The number of positions should be much higher.  
• Regarding the call, it should be announced much earlier to allow candidates to 

search for and negotiate with host institutions. 
• FCT should create permanent positions after 5 year contracts. After 5 years on a 

starting grant, one could apply for 5 more years on Development grant and for 
those who have finished these grants could apply for a Permanent Consolidation 
grant. FCT should have a solid and stable body of researchers, and having a 
fixed number of top level researchers should be instrumental to keep the best 
scientists in Portugal, and avoid brain drain." 

• "increase the number of vacancies.clarify better the evalution process (the 
candidates should know the evaluation criteria)" 

• I am particularly worried with the case of social sciences and humanities in the 
scientific strategy of FCT. And in this call some warning and worrying signs 
were already showing: anthropology disappeared from the selection panel of 
social sciences (hopefully it was in Humanities, not sure), but if it has totally 
disappeared this is really showing devaluation of a rich discipline and field of 
research. The proposal guidelines were built with examples from natural/hard 
sciences, and the logics of scientific production in social sciences and 
humanities are quite different (in particular in fields like history, sociology, 
human geography, anthropology, not economics, political science or 
psychology). There is a tradition of producing  deep and rich research 
monographs (books), or contributions to books published in renown publishers, 
that do not fit the impact factor paranoia of natural/hard sciences. As I produce 
for both systems (impact factor journals and books/book chapters) I can tell you 
that a book in an international renown publisher is far more demanding in terms 
of peer reviewing, time consuming, work that you put it in than co-writing an 
article in a high impact factor journal. Hopefully the evaluation panel will be 
sensitive to these issues (it seems from what is written there it will be), but 
obviously there will be far more positions for natural/hard scientists rather than 
social scientists because the evaluation criteria ranks higher impact factor 
publications, and the quantity of publications rather than the quality of the work 
produced. We will see what will come out from this evaluation process, but if 
social sciences and humanities were evaluated according to books and book 
chapters produced in internationally renown publishers (e.g. Berg, Polity, Sage, 
Routledge, Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard, Duke, etc.) then the system would be 
much fairer. 



 
• I suggested center should have selected who they wanted to keep in 2010. Now 

is a blind way of selecting only 80 researchers for what real criteria? Criteria is 
very subjective depending on research area... And what research areas are going 
to be favored? Fundamental or applied to economy? No clear rules, and no 
planning, no clear information in science makes people quit from Portugal and 
give poor credit to Portuguese Institutions and their respective leaders. If I loose 
2012 call, 4 projects loose the PI, 6 PhD students their supervisor, and center 
looses a lab. If this is good science management by the government, I quit. Not 
worth the effort working for the Portuguese Government or Public institutions. 

• Rather than ask for a full project which only 30% will be evaluated, only a pre-
project should be asked. In a second stage then the full project should be asked. 

• "I would suggest:1. the definition of more homogeneous criteria to compare 
scientific productivity among researchers2. availability of all important 
documents since the beggining of the call" 

• Less focus on the career development and more focus in the Science.By 
addressing some of the points raised above.It's unclear what will make a good 
career plan. It would be nice to have a table with elements FCT would like to see 
such as: create group, attract projects, teaching and stays at foreign institutes. 

• Ask for 2 recommendation letters with at least one from someone outside the 
host institution. 

• more transparency in the evaluation procedure including for example the 
priorities for the different levels of the grant 

• "Clear rules form the very begin.  
• "For the detailed description sections of the consolidation grants (also perhaps 

for development):1) increase the total number of characters by 25%.2) allow 
user to use one single block with the total number of characters permitted 
(references included) for each section (research plan and career plan) to build 
his/her proposal.    

• "For the detailed description sections of the consolidation grants (also perhaps 
for development): increase the total number of characters by 25%.2) allow user 
to use one single block with the total number of characters permitted (references 
included) for each section (research plan and career plan) to build his/her 
proposal.    

• Guide for Peer-reviewing and information about the scientific committee should 
be provided at the beginning of the call. 

• "Make things properly and professionally. 
• Is it legal to open ""Investigador Coordenador"" positions without requiring the 

Habilitation? 
• Why open these positions (with a much higher salary than for most researchers 

in Portugal) in a time of crisis, when even people in the university teaching 
career are not receiving the upgrade in their salary due to completion of PhD or 
Agregação/Habilitation? 

• Require a minimum of 3 years post-doc for the starting grant position. 
• Enlarge the years after PhD for each position. 
• It makes no sense at all to have funding only for the starting grants. If someone 

in one of the other two position types wishes to start a new project in a different 
institution of where she/he is, e.g., how will she/he do it? Or someone who in the 



 
past had competitive funding but for example, the projects finish in 2012. There 
is no garantee that the person will have funding for the project in 2013. Yet, this 
person may very well be an exellent candidate and deserve the position. There 
are many inconsistencies in the call. For instance, they say mobility etc. is 
favoured but at the same time you need to show you have the team and funding 
to carry out the project." 

• I would like to improve all aspects that I mentioned in the previous section: 
more positions, more transparency in how these will be allocated to the different 
research areas, a better form. 

• "- A proper two stage evaulation with the preparation of the synopsis only. The 
best 30% or whatever are, after the first evaluation, invited to submit a full 
application.- All information, in the form of guides or other, shoud be available 
before starting the call." 

• "I do not feel that the 2012 contest was properly organized. Perhaps it would be 
useful to study Spanish experience - ""Ramon y Cajal"" (for junior and 
intermediate level) and Ikerbasque (for senior level).  The important points for 
the future are: 1. There should be a strict rule that applicant for any position 
MUST stay outside of the center he is applying for at least for 2 or 3 years - 
preferably abroad. This will stimulate young Portuguese to look for Post-Doc 
positions abroad, that will give them important international experience. It is 
really strange that this rule was not implemented in Ciencia program. 2. It is 
simply impossible to have the same form for different levels. For example, when 
for junior position personal project is really important, for more senior positions 
it should be development of the research line, that is much broader than the 
project. Here the creation of the national and international network is really 
crucial. The existence of the  network should be confirmed by senior scientists 
from other side. 3. For senior positions the reference letters, demonstrating the 
international status of the applicant are very important. " 

• "Information well in advance. Clear ideas from FCT. 
• Provide detail on how many grants are available per type of grant. 
• My suggestion for the next call is to separate investigators already hired by FCT 

from other applicants. These investigators with previous FCT contract should be 
evaluated according to their previous performance and rehired (or not) according 
to this evaluation. New applicants should be evaluated according to the 
established criteria for the 2012 FCT call. 

• "Implementation of a annual evaluation system with a clear list of required 
achievements and the possibility to automatically renovate the contracts in case 
of success.  

• Host-institution should demonstrate interest/compromise by partially support the 
researcher's salary.  

• Form with a limit of number of pages instead of characters. 
• transparency and clear guidelines 
• Scientific review panels should always be made of researchers from foreign 

institutions at all stages of the review process. 
• "- Make documentation available well in advance.- Explain what is the policy 

for long-term integration in the Portuguese Research System.- Consider creating 
policy-drive quotas per scientific area." 



 
• FCT is always alerting for the necessity to apply earlier, but FCT itself does not 

create conditions for planning properly our application. 1st I have checked every 
day for the open day of the call and it oppened a lot later than planned and in a 
date after the announcement of the first day. If FCT really wanted that people 
had time to contact institutions and to write the project with time, then the basic 
lines of application could have been explained sooner. Then, FCT puts important 
information, like evaluation guide one day before closing the application. So if 
you are responsible and you apply sooner your reward is not to be aware of this. 
Then, the information was not condensed on the same place. Moreover in this 
first evaluation the juri will look to your summary, and FCT asked for 2500 
characteres where you had to put a summary of your project, your short and long 
term career and how do you feel the institution will be appropriate. I cannot 
understand how is it possible to evaluate someone on the basis of this very 
condensed summary where the amount of information required was so much that 
you barely had space to talk about each of the subjects. 

• "Transparency, Available Information, Definition of available positions for each 
position and scientific area 

• "FCT should release the guide for peer review in advance in order to properly 
prepare the application;FCT should say explicitly how many contracts will be 
financed in each position; 

• More complete and less ambiguous guidelines and regulations. More 
transparency in terms of budgets, evaluation, and evaluators. Full peer-review 
evaluation through the process.   

• "Possibility of uploading figures in the application form. 
• Solutions to most of the previous points. 
• Do not worry about the time since obtaining a PhD. Divide the sections based 

entirely on time as an independent researcher (0, up to 6 years, more  than 6 
years). It would dramatically simplify the entire procedure.  

• "- More transparency concerning the evaluation process;- Open more grants and 
define how they will be distributed (research fields, career development level, 
...);- Clarify some technical issues of the proposal submission process in due 
time (not in the last two or three days before the end of the call);- Disseminate 
technical information to host institutions in due time;- Extend the call time (1 
month is not that much if one takes into account all the researcher's professional 
responsibilities)." 

• If the aim is to hire people on the 3 levels (starting, development, consolidation), 
then it would make more sense for candidates on each level to be evaluated 
separately. If FCT will pool all candidates, then it is unlikely that candidates 
applying to starting grants will be able to compete with those applying to 
development/consolidation positions. 

• "For the next call I would suggest the following:- to clearly define how many 
positions will be available for each field and categories,   - to diminish the space 
not directly related to the description of the research project proposed,- to 
require from the applicants a letter from the institution confirming its support, in 
order to give the opportunity to the candidates to better follow this process." 

• "-- Larger summary for the first evaluation (at least 5000 characters).-- 
Distribution of the Peer-Review guide when the call is open.-- Wider definition 
of Independence, that can be applied to all the research areas." 



 
• To know how many grants are available per position 
• I think the researcher should apply for a contract, and only after, choose the host 

institution and submit it for FCT approval. This would allow for even greater 
mobility and for the intitutions to upgrade their offer of conditions to these 
highly-qualified researchers. 

• Better explanation with the participation of the host instituition and his 
confirmation of my candidature 

• Identify, clearefy, publish th rooles of the game with time! 
• The number of characters allowed were so reduced that the difficulty was to 

explain the whole project with so few characters. My suggestion goes to revise 
the number of characters according to the importance of each field 

• Enlarge the criteria in order to guarantee the fairness in the evaluation of all 
candidates.  

• It should be entirely based on peer review by specialists. The number of grants 
should be divided by disciplines. 

• The number of positions, and to have a defined scientific committee. To be 
restricted to starting and Development carriers. For the development the 
justification for the independent positions meaning the post-doc that have been 
integrated in a grup and have more than 6 years PhD can not apply.  

• I guess they will have all the documents available right from the start. 
• In my opinion, the worst aspect of this call was the little time we had to prepare 

the applications after all the relevant information was made available. 
• I suggest that the number of post-doctoral years should be not a limitation for 

the type of position to apply. The current model is made to exclude people that 
have a long time after PhD and are still not independent or have only a small 
time of independency, which is not fair. Those candidates should have the 
oportunity to aply as well. Of course the years after PhD should still be a 
criterium in the evaluation process, but in another way.  

• "Make clear rules (application and evaluation) since the beginning. The 
researchers who are applying for starting grant must have some years of 
PostDoc experience.Adjust the length of the different items of the application 
according to their importance and content. An unbalanced example of this call 
was the number of the characters for references and the same number of 
characters for research plan method or for the impact. 

• "1) Revision of the application guide for more clear information, and with 
specific and varied examples. Alternatively, these examples could be included in 
the FAQ.2) Improvement of the quality of the information provided by FCT 
help-desk. A reasonable percentage of IF candidates surely has the competence 
to read the evaluation guide and FAQs before submitting a question." 

• "Provide all the information on time, at the call opening. Explain properly th 
eevaluation process and the positions available/distribution through areas and 
levels." 

• Minimum: evaluate per scientific area with much more granularity 
• More information sooner! 
• "The scientific program in Portugal has to have a stable human resources policy. 

If IF will be such program, then 5 year contacts are not acceptable. 
• A clear strategy for science and human resources in science should be defined. 
• No public founding should be given to private companies in the future IF calls." 



 
• Define clearly what are strategic areas for FCT, and thus identify if our research 

project fits within the goals of FCT or not, so we can optimize where to target 
our project. 

• Define clearly the number of places by study area and the 3 levels of research 
fellows. 

• Proposals to be evaluated only by international reviewers. 
• "- Provide to FCT a person  who actually did the excersize (i.e. applied to this 

call)  to help them  re-design the forms.- Respect the dates and deadlines- 
Provide faster and more competent service for replaying to all the questions and 
doubts of the applicants. " 

• Increase amount of characters for the research project part. 
• Increaase the impact and space availale on the application form for the scientific 

description of the proposal and strongly reduce the impact of the "carrer 
development plan" and other merely political aspects such as "expected impact 
on society and economy". These aspects are impossible to evaluate in a clear, 
straightforward impartial and equalitary way. However they have an impact on 
the current form of 70% which is clearly indicative that SCIENCE is not to be 
evaulated in 2012. 

• "All documents should be available PRIOR to the CALL -- not during the 
call.Technical aspects need to seriously examined and verified before the CALL. 
" 

• More space for scientific aspects.  
• Maybe only after the first selection, the selected candidates should prepare the 

2nd part of the application. 
• it would be important to indicate with more impact that everything must be 

writing in english because it was not very clear for all of us. 
• "distribuição de vagas por AC.Homogeneização dos CVs" 
• More transparency or previsibility how positions will be distributed and 

evaluated between different science areas and categories.  

 

• "The number of places available should be higher, probably divided by scientific 
areas and career stages, and based on the number of postdoctoral researchers 
expected to complete their training each year.Probably a limit on number of 
years with postdoctoral experience, should also be implemented to limit 
application to scientists with minimum number o years as postdoctoral trainees." 

• "clarity of the vacancies available for each research area.Criteria of selection. 
State the obligatority of the institution to continue the contract if the researcher 
have a good evaluation." 

• FCT should respond positively to above mentioned criticism. 
• "Improve the application form. 
• Give a timely and more specific information on the applications. 
• Make sure that the applications are evaluated by a scietist of the major area of 

application. 
• "It has been proclaimed that this call is different from the ""Ciencia"" calls, but 

not really! It only provides temp contracts, it does not guarantee conditions for 
hired researchers to work, the call for R&D grants has shrunken considerably.  



 
• There is little that can be done if the budget for science is not brought up to 

sustainable levels. 
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	 Dissolution of all the work made in Portugal, despite all projects, group and mounted lab. All effort sent to trash bin. Already with contracts abroad, with better conditions and more stability.
	 "The Guide for Peer-Reviewing is critical for the preparation of a good proposal. However, I had to submit my proposal before the deadline, so I did not have the chance to check this Guide. This document should have been made available much before !
	 Maybe some stupid recommendations, as for example place the accumulated index factor of the journals in the CV synopsis. This gives a bias towards life science, as engineering journals have normally a smaller IF, not meaning they are less significan...
	 Not knowing how the distribution between the different areas and different positions is made. Not knowing how the different aspects of one's CV will be accounted for (e.g. projects coordinated, articles, h-index, international experience, etc.), whi...
	 It is a shame that no recommendation letters from international experts on the respective areas were required.
	 It is not very clear to whom this call is directed. I heared of university professors who applied to improve their salaries for 5 year supported by their universities who will not need to pay the salary for 5 years.
	 The late release of the ethical guide was a major problem, I even believe that was probably illegal.
	 Deveria ter-se sabido logo à partida qual o número de vagas que iriam abrir para cada nível (starting, development, consolidation) e quantas vagas por área. O guião de avaliação nunca poderia ter saído um dia antes da data final, especialmente quand...
	 "This competition keeps the worst that exists in the Portuguese scientific development. Create things and then end them.
	Clearly the contest was not for the people of the Science 2007 since they were contacted for research groups with very low or no autonomy. The 2012 is dedicated to other kind of researshers. Let´s be please.  2013 call mas be more clear about that.  W...
	 lack of information concerning the number of positions for each area and for each career level.
	 "The call should not even be open before the evaluation criteria were public. I do not believe that this is even legal.
	 The evaluation guide is still vague and not appropriate for a call where different career levels and all scientific areas are evaluated simultaneously. There should be a priori a number of positions for each level and area. They are not intercompara...
	 People have locked their applications before the evaluation guide was available and when the server was not working properly. They asked fct to unlock the applications when they knew about deadline extensions and fct did not do it. This is outrageous."
	 "It is unconceivable to open 80 positions for all scientific areas. This means that I don't know how many will open in my (broad) research area: 1? 5? 10? Or will my CV be evaluated along with that of researchers who belong to areas that are by no m...
	 In addition to this, I did not like the form to be filled.First, I think that having the fields restricted by the number of characters is absurd. All other application schemes I have seen are much more flexible in that aspect (they set a maximum num...
	 "- It is ridiculous to have a two stage evaluation when the researcher has to prepare the complete application.
	 The successive extensions of the deadline should have been better advertised by, for example, sending an email to all the researchers that had an open application. Personally, I blocked my application at 3.30 pm on the 8th of May without realising t...
	 As of now the biggest concern is number of positions for 2013 and if results of 2012 call can be used to fill part of these positions (there are some general words regarding reserve positions). Perhaps it would be  better to organize separate contes...
	 There were unclarities about the way the host institution is to confirm the application. As of now, I do not even know whether these have been resolved. Apart from that, everything worked fine and the web-based application system is excellent.
	 "It was not a clear process with no clear answers from FCT. For example, that I know of there were two opposite responses to emails asking if submitting a proposal in 2012 would restrict the submission in 2013.
	 People applying should have received by email the release of the peer-review guide and the deadline extensions."
	 "I didn't apply to the IF 2012. I only made that choice in order to reach this field.I think that, once again, FCT is not defining a strategy according to the country's needs of research. I feel that major goals should be defined previuosly, and the...
	 During the last days of the call there were several problems with the web platform.
	 Transparency of evaluation criteria
	 In my opinion, the worst aspect of this call was the lack of consideration with previous FCT contract calls. Since the institution already spend money to hire investigators in previous calls, it also should separately evaluate the performance of the...
	 "Low number of vacancies, taking into account the pool of ""Ciência 2007"" researchers and post-docs.
	 My major concern resides in the fact that the scientific comittee that decides which applications make it to the second round (the so called ~30%) are heads of Portuguese research centers with members applying for this call. So there is a lot of roo...
	 "Articles 8 and 10 of the Regulations [1] mention an ""Evaluation Guide"", but it was not made available.
	 The information about every aspects required was spread on several distinct documents. To make my application I had to do a doccument were I gathered all the disperse information. Furthermore, when I read the guide for peer reviewing I saw that addi...
	 Guide for Peer Reviewing was published too late.
	 "First of all I would like to thank ANICT for the various questions and issues asked to FCT and also for the relevant information given to us.I share with ANICT the same concerns about this 2012 IF call: there is no doubt it was not well prepared, d...
	 It is not acceptable such behavior from FCT mostly because they followed (copy?) the calls for European scholarships...
	 I think FCT should also get an evaluation from their work and in this case my rate is 1/10."
	 The process was not transparent.
	 "I liked the format, short and straight to the point, it obliges applicants to make the effort to synthesize their ideas in a clearer way. The format is similar to the ERC calls in some points. However, I believe this call is not as well organized a...
	 Some requirements were deliberately ambiguous and put all the responsibility of their interpretation on the hands of the applicant. For example, they required applicants to classify themselves in one of the three categories: starting, developing, co...
	 More examples of ambiguity and lack of transparency are: 1) it is not clear how are they going to make the distinctions between starters, developers and consolidators in terms of evaluation (are they going to evaluate them all the same and then intr...
	 My second major concern is the first filter they intend to apply, reducing applicants to 30% by means of a scientific council. I find this system is extremely subjective and prone to error, if the evaluation criteria and the evaluators are not clear...
	 Evaluation criteria seems to be very subjective.
	 "- Ethical guide did not apply to me, and anyway is a copy from the EC guide
	 The peer review guide was useless, since it was made public in the last day(s), by that time I had already submitted my application.
	 Call does distinguish different areas of research, and the usual evaluation methods of each area.
	 The definition of ""Independent Researcher"" (sorry but Investigator has a totally different meaning in English speaking countries), does not contemplate cases where the researcher has major responsibilities in a given collaboration or group. He has...
	 Overall, this call points to a FCT policy for projects, of divide among as many as possible with a very small funding, hampering collaboration among different groups in different research institutions/universities.
	 Assuming that a researcher spends an average of 1 full month preparing a call for a project, that's about 1/10 of he's yearly working time, the more researchers have to do it, the less time they will have available for the actual research work.
	 It's not clear the role of the host institution. It's obligatory on the one side, while a given researcher with this contract may not even be able to have a seat in the Scientific Council of the institution, since the hiring entity is FCT and not th...
	 The example criteria to evaluate scientific independence seemed not to be applicable for all scientific areas; in addition in the first selection, very different areas, with different practices will be evaluated together, making it hard to find good...
	 The time post PhD completion was actually somewhat vague. There was an 11 month grace period beyond the 6 years. In addition, the system (the way that experience is judged) actually demonstrates bias towards Portuguese researchers and is somewhat bi...
	 "My major concern relies on the lack of transparency on the evaluation process. There is no evidence that this will be conducted with impartiality, fairness and defending the upmost important thing: development of the national scientific community. ...
	 The first concern is that it was not clear how the grants will be distributed in the three categories proposed and in the different fields of application. The second concern is that it should have been given more than 3000 characters to explain the ...
	 "I did not change my application after reading the Peer-Review guide because I had no time for it!
	 The criteria of Independent Research considered by FCT this year does not apply in my research area (Experimental Particle Physics) where we work large international collaborations (about 3000 scientist) and also in Portugal we join many senior rese...
	 Finally, I believe that 2500 characters, that are used in the first step of the evaluation to judge the quality of my research project and career development line, are not enough to distinguish one out of 10 candidates in a fair way, maximum when th...
	 I'm concerned that the first level of evaluation may not be totally unbiased. Portugal has a very small scientific community and it is all too possible that decisions may be taken based on preconcieved opinions of the candidates and/or personal disp...
	 "Transparency and criteria to be used  about the first stage of evaluation is a concern (30% cut-off).
	 Absence or/late presentation of the 'roules of the game'. For example, we still don't know how the same first stage is going to be processed..."
	 "My major concerns are related to the number of applications that will be accepted concerning the much higher number of investigators who applied and deserve the job.Furthermore, the fact of not defining places per subject area is also a big concern.
	 "Is there an ""hidden agenda"" and the grants are mostly  for people on the Laboratórios Associados?
	 All the regulations say that the candidate is the more important, but people say that the host institution will be probably determinat...(?)
	 I did not see anywhere the composition of the ""scientific commite...So please consider that my Poor at question 5 is an ""I dont know""...
	 The evaluation process is hard to rate, but maybe the first round could be independent from the second. That would avoid the 70% that will be out of wast time...
	 Definition of "independent research" criteria, which is very restrictive and might not be appropriate in some research areas, e.g., in High Energy Experimental Physics. In this area, research is usually done in collaborations with large number of pe...
	 No comparison is possible among different candidates in different disciplines.
	 "The Guide Peer-reviewing was only available on the last days on the call. The number was positions is very small not at ALL reflecting the need of the country, since this is consider a continuation of the PROGRAMA Ciencia. There was not a limit to ...
	 The Scientific committee are not clear and transparent. "
	 "I procured the documents early, therefore I did not see the ethical guide and the evaluation guide. I got attention to the ethical guide because of the ANICT email however ethics issues were not relevant for my proposal. However I missed the evalua...
	 The evaluation process is a major concern, particularly with respect to the first stage: As this stage is done locally there is a danger for a preselection based on personal knowledge and well-connectedness with the applicant or its research environ...
	 Not known the members of the evaluation process and panels.
	 "Besides other more general concerns, I will describe here a personal concern that I'm sure it is shared by other researchers in similar situations. The servers in FCT had serious technical problems in the last days of the application period. I spen...
	 "According to the point 3 of article 2 of the regulations, I asked that 11 months could be subtracted from my post-doctoral time and I justified that with a career break as a teacher for 2.5 years. In FCT, nobody could tell me if this is a valid jus...
	 "Some of the requirements for the different levels of researchers are not adjusted to the Portuguese reality. As an example: very often a PostDoc grant in Portugal has 6 years because of the lack of other opportunities for the researchers. The time ...
	 3000 characters are very limited to present details on your future research.
	 A lot of open questions were unclear until the last moment: "1) The research plan should reflect the main activity over 5 years (as mentioned in the guide). On the other hand, it resembles the structure of the applications for the FCT calls, inducin...
	 "Executive Summary is way to short for the importance it has in the process.Career Development is a contradiction: there is no carrear perspective, just a series of calls.Evaluation does not allow for specificities of different scientific areas.Lump...
	 "lack of information about the distribution of the positions
	 lack of information about the first step of evaluation"
	 "Not acceptable to have a 5-year program as the foreseen solution for scientific employment program in Portugal. I seriously doubt that any experienced and excellent researcher is interested in applying every 5 years for a position.There was a clear...
	 "One of the major failure of this call was the lack of information on which type of projects and which areas were of higher priority in this call. This would have help us to effectively guide the aims of our proposal (or just simply decide whether t...
	 No definition of the number of places by areas of study and levels.
	 Unorganized and not transparent. There are also rumours that many positions have been already fixed for Champalimaud foundation and IGC.
	 "The forms were not carefully designed: Too much emphasis  was given to career development plan 8in particular B2 forms) in comparison to what was provided for transmitting the scientific idea, expecially since the evaluators will not  neccesserily ...
	 The scientific areas were not well defined, a lot of candidates could not place themselves into neither of those that were listed."
	 It is difficult to know exactly what to write in such a short space. One does not want to miss important information out and as such ends up placing it on other sections, possibly missplaced. The career development part is too broad. It is difficult...
	 "Like some of my colleagues I submitted the application on the 7thMay, and therefore I had NO access whatsoever to ""peer-review guide"" document -- a document extremely important for the evaluation process.It is unthinkable that an institution like...
	 The domains wherein the scientific aspects of the proposal should be described were very brief. Considering that a proposal might not be written in a main stream area, the place for an equilibrated argumentation is very short. This also hold true fo...
	 The Peer Reviewing Guide should have been provided before.
	 "The call didn´t start as announced. The attachements wasn´t vey well explained. Problems with the size of the attachements. "
	 it would be important to indicate with more impact that everything must be writing in english because it was not very clear for all of us.
	 "O processo de avalição não é muito objectivo.Não é claro se vão ser distribuidas vagas por áreas cientficas. Senão forem então existirão áreas que provavelmente não se~rão contempladas."
	 Not clear how positions will be divided for different science areas and different categories. Evaluation is similarily unclear, e.g. comparison between science areas and comparison between categories.
	 "The level of competition, attending to the likely number of submitted proposals, was unrealistic high. This will probably give weight to chance factors, rather than scientific merit only, during the evaluation and selection of proposals.
	 "I do feel that the number of openings is very low it we take into consideration the amount of Ciências that are finishing the contacts. It is also very hard for researchers aboard to come home. All contracts should (like ciencia) be evaluated and t...
	 "- I am afraid this call lacks a clear statement of evaluation criteria, and the «Restrictions on future applications may apply» statement is the ultimate proof of that. - This type of call seems to be designed by and for academics only; there is no...
	 "The lack of information regarding how the grants will be distributed, if there are assignments for specific fields of types of grants.The possibility of an application to be evaluated by someone outside the specific area of the application.The fiel...
	 The fact that the deadlines were altered during the time of the proposal, from the 8th to the 9th, and then to the 10th of May. This is embarrassing and this should never happen.
	 "Manny researchers applying for the Development Grants are also not funded so there should be starting grants for those also. The exception created for applicants who are parents is welcome, but it was not clear at all how it is to be used, not fair...
	 Judging by what was described in the call about the evaluation process I think the call is ABSOLUTELY unrealistic and out of touch with the national situation. This was clearly a copy of the ERC grants call, which are intended for exceptional candid...
	 The evaluation should also take into consideration how many resources each candidate had avaialble for its work, and not just how many papers, and there should be metrics for that evaluation also. How can a candidate who uses hundreds of thousands o...
	 Despite the similarities, the call is unrealistic and out of touch also with the reality ERC grants!
	 80 positions for a universe of thousands of eligible candidates is not adequate!
	9. What would you suggest to improve the 2013 IF call.
	 The call should be open earlier in the year (January 2013).
	 More positions available!!
	 At least transparency in the evaluation process
	 Timely  and detailed information, transparency
	 "- To provide more information regarding peer-reviewing.- To publish the guide for Peer-Reviewing at least one month in advance to the call deadline.- To specify the day when the 6-year period after Ph.D. ends (e.g., day when call is open or day whe...
	 "1) The evaluation should be clear, numerical (and not only Ecellent, Good....). 2) A unified and very specific guidelines for the evaluators should be provided to the. At least in the project evaluations you can find contradictory comments from rev...
	 "This is jumping before the gun! There might not be a call, the financial situation is yet to improve in the country. The universities themselves are in serious debts, for e.g. Uminho apparently is 2M Euros in Debt.
	 If there will be a call, yes there is quite a lot to suggest. For  e.g. If somebody is applying from Engineering but if his subject is cross disciplinary, whether he could apply under biotechnology. Then the criteria chosen to determine the level of...
	 all documents should be release on time; higher number of grants to offer
	 "Possibility to preview the final look of the Curriculum Vitae (CV) before it sealed.The appearance of the curriculum in the two web-based applications (the one where it is edited and the other where it is viewed) is different.After the curriculum h...
	 Considering the present web-form: it obliges to answer some questions where I would like to leave empty answers, simply because I did not read particular documents (ethical guide or peer-review guide), or evaluate the ""composition of scientific com...
	 "- The major problems to be solved, in my opinion are:- the information which appear differently (or slightly different) in different documents (one or two documents would be much better instead of ""guide"", ""regulation"", ""instructions"" and so ...
	 "Better information processes between FCT and universities.
	 All related documentation available in the application form.
	 Please make an evaluation criteria more clear
	 More positions!!
	 "Here also the same preference should consider  for C 2007 and C2008 holders.
	 Provide all required information quite in the beginning of the call.
	 "The number of positions should be much higher.
	 Regarding the call, it should be announced much earlier to allow candidates to search for and negotiate with host institutions.
	 FCT should create permanent positions after 5 year contracts. After 5 years on a starting grant, one could apply for 5 more years on Development grant and for those who have finished these grants could apply for a Permanent Consolidation grant. FCT ...
	 "increase the number of vacancies.clarify better the evalution process (the candidates should know the evaluation criteria)"
	 I am particularly worried with the case of social sciences and humanities in the scientific strategy of FCT. And in this call some warning and worrying signs were already showing: anthropology disappeared from the selection panel of social sciences ...
	 I suggested center should have selected who they wanted to keep in 2010. Now is a blind way of selecting only 80 researchers for what real criteria? Criteria is very subjective depending on research area... And what research areas are going to be fa...
	 Rather than ask for a full project which only 30% will be evaluated, only a pre-project should be asked. In a second stage then the full project should be asked.
	 "I would suggest:1. the definition of more homogeneous criteria to compare scientific productivity among researchers2. availability of all important documents since the beggining of the call"
	 Less focus on the career development and more focus in the Science.By addressing some of the points raised above.It's unclear what will make a good career plan. It would be nice to have a table with elements FCT would like to see such as: create gro...
	 Ask for 2 recommendation letters with at least one from someone outside the host institution.
	 more transparency in the evaluation procedure including for example the priorities for the different levels of the grant
	 "Clear rules form the very begin.
	 "For the detailed description sections of the consolidation grants (also perhaps for development):1) increase the total number of characters by 25%.2) allow user to use one single block with the total number of characters permitted (references inclu...
	 "For the detailed description sections of the consolidation grants (also perhaps for development): increase the total number of characters by 25%.2) allow user to use one single block with the total number of characters permitted (references include...
	 Guide for Peer-reviewing and information about the scientific committee should be provided at the beginning of the call.
	 "Make things properly and professionally.
	 Is it legal to open ""Investigador Coordenador"" positions without requiring the Habilitation?
	 Why open these positions (with a much higher salary than for most researchers in Portugal) in a time of crisis, when even people in the university teaching career are not receiving the upgrade in their salary due to completion of PhD or Agregação/Ha...
	 Require a minimum of 3 years post-doc for the starting grant position.
	 Enlarge the years after PhD for each position.
	 It makes no sense at all to have funding only for the starting grants. If someone in one of the other two position types wishes to start a new project in a different institution of where she/he is, e.g., how will she/he do it? Or someone who in the ...
	 I would like to improve all aspects that I mentioned in the previous section: more positions, more transparency in how these will be allocated to the different research areas, a better form.
	 "- A proper two stage evaulation with the preparation of the synopsis only. The best 30% or whatever are, after the first evaluation, invited to submit a full application.- All information, in the form of guides or other, shoud be available before s...
	 "I do not feel that the 2012 contest was properly organized. Perhaps it would be useful to study Spanish experience - ""Ramon y Cajal"" (for junior and intermediate level) and Ikerbasque (for senior level).  The important points for the future are: ...
	 "Information well in advance. Clear ideas from FCT.
	 Provide detail on how many grants are available per type of grant.
	 My suggestion for the next call is to separate investigators already hired by FCT from other applicants. These investigators with previous FCT contract should be evaluated according to their previous performance and rehired (or not) according to thi...
	 "Implementation of a annual evaluation system with a clear list of required achievements and the possibility to automatically renovate the contracts in case of success.
	 Host-institution should demonstrate interest/compromise by partially support the researcher's salary.
	 Form with a limit of number of pages instead of characters.
	 transparency and clear guidelines
	 Scientific review panels should always be made of researchers from foreign institutions at all stages of the review process.
	 "- Make documentation available well in advance.- Explain what is the policy for long-term integration in the Portuguese Research System.- Consider creating policy-drive quotas per scientific area."
	 FCT is always alerting for the necessity to apply earlier, but FCT itself does not create conditions for planning properly our application. 1st I have checked every day for the open day of the call and it oppened a lot later than planned and in a da...
	 "Transparency, Available Information, Definition of available positions for each position and scientific area
	 "FCT should release the guide for peer review in advance in order to properly prepare the application;FCT should say explicitly how many contracts will be financed in each position;
	 More complete and less ambiguous guidelines and regulations. More transparency in terms of budgets, evaluation, and evaluators. Full peer-review evaluation through the process.
	 "Possibility of uploading figures in the application form.
	 Solutions to most of the previous points.
	 Do not worry about the time since obtaining a PhD. Divide the sections based entirely on time as an independent researcher (0, up to 6 years, more  than 6 years). It would dramatically simplify the entire procedure.
	 "- More transparency concerning the evaluation process;- Open more grants and define how they will be distributed (research fields, career development level, ...);- Clarify some technical issues of the proposal submission process in due time (not in...
	 If the aim is to hire people on the 3 levels (starting, development, consolidation), then it would make more sense for candidates on each level to be evaluated separately. If FCT will pool all candidates, then it is unlikely that candidates applying...
	 "For the next call I would suggest the following:- to clearly define how many positions will be available for each field and categories,   - to diminish the space not directly related to the description of the research project proposed,- to require ...
	 "-- Larger summary for the first evaluation (at least 5000 characters).-- Distribution of the Peer-Review guide when the call is open.-- Wider definition of Independence, that can be applied to all the research areas."
	 To know how many grants are available per position
	 I think the researcher should apply for a contract, and only after, choose the host institution and submit it for FCT approval. This would allow for even greater mobility and for the intitutions to upgrade their offer of conditions to these highly-q...
	 Better explanation with the participation of the host instituition and his confirmation of my candidature
	 Identify, clearefy, publish th rooles of the game with time!
	 The number of characters allowed were so reduced that the difficulty was to explain the whole project with so few characters. My suggestion goes to revise the number of characters according to the importance of each field
	 Enlarge the criteria in order to guarantee the fairness in the evaluation of all candidates.
	 It should be entirely based on peer review by specialists. The number of grants should be divided by disciplines.
	 The number of positions, and to have a defined scientific committee. To be restricted to starting and Development carriers. For the development the justification for the independent positions meaning the post-doc that have been integrated in a grup ...
	 I guess they will have all the documents available right from the start.
	 In my opinion, the worst aspect of this call was the little time we had to prepare the applications after all the relevant information was made available.
	 I suggest that the number of post-doctoral years should be not a limitation for the type of position to apply. The current model is made to exclude people that have a long time after PhD and are still not independent or have only a small time of ind...
	 "Make clear rules (application and evaluation) since the beginning. The researchers who are applying for starting grant must have some years of PostDoc experience.Adjust the length of the different items of the application according to their importa...
	 "1) Revision of the application guide for more clear information, and with specific and varied examples. Alternatively, these examples could be included in the FAQ.2) Improvement of the quality of the information provided by FCT help-desk. A reasona...
	 "Provide all the information on time, at the call opening. Explain properly th eevaluation process and the positions available/distribution through areas and levels."
	 Minimum: evaluate per scientific area with much more granularity
	 More information sooner!
	 "The scientific program in Portugal has to have a stable human resources policy. If IF will be such program, then 5 year contacts are not acceptable.
	 A clear strategy for science and human resources in science should be defined.
	 No public founding should be given to private companies in the future IF calls."
	 Define clearly what are strategic areas for FCT, and thus identify if our research project fits within the goals of FCT or not, so we can optimize where to target our project.
	 Define clearly the number of places by study area and the 3 levels of research fellows.
	 Proposals to be evaluated only by international reviewers.
	 "- Provide to FCT a person  who actually did the excersize (i.e. applied to this call)  to help them  re-design the forms.- Respect the dates and deadlines- Provide faster and more competent service for replaying to all the questions and doubts of t...
	 Increase amount of characters for the research project part.
	 Increaase the impact and space availale on the application form for the scientific description of the proposal and strongly reduce the impact of the "carrer development plan" and other merely political aspects such as "expected impact on society and...
	 "All documents should be available PRIOR to the CALL -- not during the call.Technical aspects need to seriously examined and verified before the CALL. "
	 More space for scientific aspects.
	 Maybe only after the first selection, the selected candidates should prepare the 2nd part of the application.
	 it would be important to indicate with more impact that everything must be writing in english because it was not very clear for all of us.
	 "distribuição de vagas por AC.Homogeneização dos CVs"
	 More transparency or previsibility how positions will be distributed and evaluated between different science areas and categories.
	 "The number of places available should be higher, probably divided by scientific areas and career stages, and based on the number of postdoctoral researchers expected to complete their training each year.Probably a limit on number of years with post...
	 "clarity of the vacancies available for each research area.Criteria of selection. State the obligatority of the institution to continue the contract if the researcher have a good evaluation."
	 FCT should respond positively to above mentioned criticism.
	 "Improve the application form.
	 Give a timely and more specific information on the applications.
	 Make sure that the applications are evaluated by a scietist of the major area of application.
	 "It has been proclaimed that this call is different from the ""Ciencia"" calls, but not really! It only provides temp contracts, it does not guarantee conditions for hired researchers to work, the call for R&D grants has shrunken considerably.
	 There is little that can be done if the budget for science is not brought up to sustainable levels.

